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Thirty years after her death, the nice motion picture star, Marilyn Monroe starts off a chain of
appearances to Amanda Grace, a has-been Playboy version and actress. showing simply open
air the glass doorways of Amanda Grace's patio, the superstar moves, gestures, mouths
phrases as though attempting to speak very important information, notwithstanding Amanda
Grace can't listen her. Over a interval of weeks, Amanda Grace, already distraught over the
suicide of her mother, turns into keen about the gorgeous apparition of Marilyn Monroe. whilst
grief and years of sour failure culminate within the discovery that her mom used to be now not
her actual mom after all, Amanda Grace severs all ties with basic life. by myself along with her
fantasies and memories, she creates a personal international the place purely Marilyn can
succeed in her. Is Marilyn a ghost? Is she real, pushed through a necessity so Catch the Sun
robust she will soften limitations of time and house to say what belongs to her? Or is she a
figment of Amanda Grace's mind's eye overheated through her years in Hollywood?
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